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About This Game

In Global Soccer Manager 2017 there are no restrictions, the whole world becomes playable!

Do you want to reach one of the top leagues starting from the Costa Rican or Ugandan 2nd division? It's up to you!

Of course, you can simply choose one of the best clubs or national teams in the world and enjoy winning trophies. Your team
needs a new central defender? Look around, maybe you'll find the next star in Nigeria or in Japan!

Looking for new challenges? Check for available jobs from all over the world!

The 210 playable nations (from which 21 comes with realish player databases) and the 4000+ playable clubs guarantees truely
infinite hours to play.
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A short game with neat art, and a fairly well-handled theme. Recommended.

For those like me with bad hands (or who're just bad with gamepads), there are much-appreciated "Easy" and "Narrative"
difficulty levels.. this game is very hard so you must have great Patience to compele the task or else break your
bone..ouch!!...yep bodybag..lol
it's not a bad game at all.
the graphic is pretty good, nice to use xbox pad for this..... This is the first game where I didn't listen to the reviews and I didn't
regret it. Ok, so after playing for about 4 hours I can give an honest review of the game do far.

You should know that if your going to buy this game, it's just like any other RPG, don't expect anything too special.

Now then, without further adoo
Pros:
The dialouge is hilarious and breaks the 4th wall all the time, but never to much to get boring.
The ATB system (many of you will remeber this from the classic Final Fantasy games) works well.
I've read many complaints about the fights not being that difficult, thats completely BS. Try fighting the ogres on your own at
level 8. It's a pain, but fun.
THE LIZARD!

Cons:
Areas with lots of mobs are a little laggy with the movement.
The crashing (It only happened 3 times to me) is annoying, but you can save anywhere, so it shouldn't be a problem as long as
you do as it says and save after every level up and what not. (Mini-Pro)
Nox says she has big boobs, but shes 2D............................ (Anyone that has played for a bit wil understand my sadness)

Otherwise I have been enjoying the games humor and RPG aspects. If it's on sale be sure to pick it up, I paid $0.19 for it and I'd
gladly pay more now that I've played it a bit.. pretty fun time waster, dance moves a fluid, stage 8 was hot. And also funny XD
(my god people drawings dont have feelings calm down sjws)
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I’m going down so often these days you’d think I was making a blue movie.. 11 minutes. Bye.. Automatic transmission doesn't
work on snow and ice atm.. Genre:
Horizontal, bullet hell type of shmup

Introduction:
This is a unique shmup, but not made for everyone. That because of the anime style, some seminudity (removable and NOT
needed to enjoy the game, explained later on), fast pace (subjective), and taking a while to getting used to the controls, binding
all the many keys to your liking, learning how to use the game features (getting rid of bullets with planeshift, controlling Phase
Level), and so on. Once you learn how to play the game properly, it can be really fun, and the online duet revolutionates.

Gameplay: Good
The gameplay is fluid, resposive and satisfying. An issue I do not share, but many people seem to do, is that there are many keys
for many functions. Your regular shmup has a fire and bomb key, and sometimes a focus or slow-down and a charge attack key.
GundeadliGne has fire, rapid fire, mana shot, bomb, focus or slow down, turn, and even a screenshot key! The best way to play
the game seems to be in a controller or an arcade stick. Personally, I have to admit that it took me a while to use all keys
properly.
The two initial characters are said to be one for average players, that is Eryth, and one for beginners, Elixirel. Eryth can only
shoot straight, is faster than Elixirel and seems to be able to cause much more damage (don't rapid fire too much or her guns
will overheat). Elixirel is able to fire to to various places so you shouldn't bother staying in the front of a boss to do damage, but
she's slower than Eryth and sometimes it costs you a life. The bosses bring innovative bullet patterns, most of the time, but
either they are good or not is subjective. I say they are.
If you're too slow to destroy enemy waves, you'll run out of time and may not be able to finish a mini boss or a boss itself. So
the game requires you to go fast, but there's an issue few people might experience. Depending on your computer's hardware, the
game may run slower in fullscreen mode and a tad faster in windowed mode. That happened to me, and for some motive I can't
get my game to run on fullscreen mode anymore, so I was quite shocked at the difference.
If you're scoring high in the game or pulling out death bombs, you'll raise your Phase Level, making the game harder. If you're
not ready for high Phase Levels, try using bombs before being hit or even don't bomb at all. Giving up a few lives to not lose
them all is the key. It's not explained in the game, but there's a manual you can check by right clicking GundeadliGne in your
game library, and it's recommended you do so, as many other features are also explained there.

Game Visuals and Music: Moderate
The pixelated graphics are nicely worked. A problem is the seminudity of some of the bosses, that can be hidden editing the .ini
file in the game folder. The seminudity turns the game down for some people, making they think that this game is trying to sell
with sexual content, but that's NOT the case. In my point of view, It's supposed to add to the chaotic climate of the game, just
like in Bayonetta. The characters and other bosses are well designed.
The music quality is subjective. The original music is not the greatest out there, neither the arranged version, but they fit so
nicely, it seems they are better than they actually are. I was surprised when listening to the game OST on YouTube, as they
didn't feel so awesome as in the game.

Game Storyline: Moderate
Not really the focus of the game (so it's discounted from the overall rating). The story is presented between stages of the game, a
screen of text alongside with character art. It's not the most enticing way to tell a story, but the story itself isn't shallow, neither
badly written and translated. It's a continuation of the previous game, Gundemonium Collection. If you want to read it, you can
check GundeadliGne's TVTropes page.

Game Entertainment: Good
As some people would have trouble adapting to the game's many features, and some people would think bad of this game
because of the seminudity, I can't say those people would feel entertained playing GundeadliGne. But if you fit the target
demographic of the game, several hours of fun are guaranteed. And even better, if you happen to have a friend that owns the
game and lives in the same country as you, both of you can experience the online duet at it's best, that is fantastic. However, if
you're playing with someone from other country, you'll have connection issues and the controls are going to be far from
responsive.

Overall:
Excellent game for people that are okay with all the items listed in the introduction of this review, and have someone to play the
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online duet mode properly.

Good game for the standard shmup player, but they might have a bad time adapting to the controls and game features, also if
they don't mind the anime style and seminudity.

Moderate game for beginners, people that would give up on trying to understand the controls and game features, and only
playing the game to pass some little time, also being or not being slightly triggered by the seminudity.

Bad game for people that dislike the anime style overall, that would like to pilot a ship rather, also that thinks that the controls
and game features are unnecessarily complicated and that also thinks that the seminudity is there to "help selling a bad game"..
Runs at a solid -2 FPS.. everybody wants to park their tree in the car, but nobody wants to plant a shade.. I know this game is
described as "not for everyone", but getting started is extremely frustrating. I'm not expecting a full tutorial, but a tiny bit of
hand-holding would be appreciated at the very start.
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